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Overview 
• Why this topic?
• Where I want to go?
• Comments please.
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Why this research question?
Can the impact of 
infrastructure charges 
on land values and land supply 
in SEQ be quantified?
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Preliminary Literature Review
AUSTRALIA
• Little (none?) empirical research in 
Australia
– Watkins (1999)
– AHURI
– Infrastructure Australia
– Productivity Commission – Public 
Infrastructure Financing
– Henry Review
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Preliminary Literature Review
INTERNATIONAL
• USA
– 25yr + history
– Used broadly since 1980’s 
– Now in over 30 States
– Body of research late 1990’s-early 2000’s
– Economic based models
• Brueckner (1997), Shaughnessy (2003)
• UK
– Henneberry & Goodchild (1996)
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Where to next?
• Define objectives and scope
– BCC, GC, ICC
– Compare with other Australian regions eg. 
Melbourne
– Review and apply USA methodology to SEQ 
to quantify effect
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Where to next?
• Methodology
• Research Plan
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